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About This Game

Side scrolling beat em up action from the creator of Bad ass babes

When notorious crime lord Sanchez escapes from prison and controls all the inmates to over run the town the city is in chaos!
The citizens are in need of saving and its up to you!

Rick: an ex military soldier who must free his kidnapped sister Janet from Sanchez and his goons.

Sheriff: The local law enforcement is over run and its virtually up to you to restore law and order

Shane: an escaped criminal who doesn't want to follow Sanchez's orders. He disguises himself as a good guy to over throw
Sanchez and take over the gang
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Game features:

3 player local coop play
Digitized sprites (like the glory days of Mortal Kombat)

Old school side scrolling beat em up action!
randomised enemies and items ! (each playthrough will be slightly different!)

hard hitting combos and juggling enemies for simple yet intricate combat
various special moves available to master
various weapons to use against the enemy

Environmental objects to throw and use as makeshift weapons and traps
first person on rails shooting levels

Bonus modes to play upon completing story!
Dojo mode to learn about various moves and practice your skills
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Title: Urban Lockdown
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Thatcher Productions
Publisher:
Thatcher Productions
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: any
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Still among the best Turn-based-Squad-Games despite its brilliant successor. Highly Recommended!. I'm really torn going into
this review. I gave it a thumbs down, but I didn't hate it. It's a solid 3/5. I've played through twice now, and I'm trying to talk
myself into a third run. My overall opinion is, unfortunately, the game isn't worth the $15 I paid for it. It IS worth playing,
however, so if you can get it on sale and you're thinking about giving it a try, don't hesitate. Here's a breakdown of what I loved
and hated:

Pros:
- Battles are fought with a take on the Match 3 style games, so it's an easy system for most people to pick up. That kind of
accessibility is always appreciated. Some other players have struggled with it on the PC, but I plugged in an Xbox controller and
had no issues. (If you find it's still too difficult and you're more interested in the story than gameplay, you have the option to
turn on assist mode in settings. You'll still have to go through the puzzles, but you'll no longer take damage. If you're getting
frustrated, I'd suggest switching it on to finish the game.)
- Visually this game is STUNNING. I love the aesthetic. It felt like a reward for putting myself through multiple play
throughs--more on that later.
- Music and sound effects were fun. Sometimes you get partial voice acting in games and it doesn't add to the experience. In this
case I felt it did.
- There was a lot of diversity in the NPCs. You have the option to spend a fair amount of time interacting with the inhabitants of
Emrys, and they're interesting. If you're running side quests, you might as well enjoy the dialogue along the way, right?
- The story is promising. By the end I was invested and really enjoyed the development of the plot. That's saying a lot, since it
tended toward the predictable. The writing was fun, and none of the dialogue ran overly long. In a short game, you need to keep
things concise, and the devs did a great job with that. The writing style was fresh and a little funky, which fit the story and
visuals perfectly.

Cons:
- This game is short. I feel like I should get at least 10 hours out of a $15 game, but this one comes in at no more than 5 per play
through. That would be fine if there was incentive for playing it a second or third time, but...
- There is only one ending (as far as I can tell.) While it seems as though you can change the end of the game, it's very much a
Mass Effect 3 situation. Take this with a grain of salt, because I've only done two runs, but you will always end up in the same
place, regardless of the major decisions you make. I don't mind games with a fixed ending, but if a game gives me a series of
choices, and alludes to alternate endings, I'd appreciate it if the dev held up their side of things and came through with the
alternate ending. This might bother me more because I play a lot of VNs, but it sounds like it's a universal complaint.
- The ending leaves a lot of loose ends. This was the most disappointing aspect for me. I felt like the dev wanted to do a mobile-
style version of a game like Persona, but fell extremely short of the mark. The anime aesthetic, choice-driven plot, side quest
options, and mundane interactions (like choosing who you text, or how to spend your day leading up to battle) were promising.
The lackluster ending was not. Even the final boss battle was a let-down. If a story raises a series of questions, but only answers
half of them, it makes the game feel incomplete. The only thing they can do at this point to make it worse is release a second
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game that attempts to tie up those loose ends. For the price, it really needed to be a complete game, and no amount of novel
gameplay or beautiful art is enough of a band-aid to fix it.

My overall take? It was an underwhelming first entry for Viz media into the gaming world. Rose City Games had a great
concept with the Match 3 meets anime-inspired adventure game, but they seem to have fallen victim to the idea that a game can
be only so many things at once: novel gameplay, beautiful aesthetic, or well-rounded plot. In this Match 3, you can only pick
two.. Went into a small secluded house in the middle of the woods, knocked on the door to no answer, walked around the
property and found no one, entered the house and called out to see if anyone was there. I heard a scared "hello" from a small
cage in the corner of the room. The owner of the house was in it and explained that she had been locked in by mischievous
elves. I agreed to help her out, in the process I tried to use my sword to break the lock and instead bent my sword. I decided to
use an unlock spell which did the trick. She jumped out and hugged me excited to be finally free. She gave me a ring that helped
me fight better. I asked her if she had any food I could have, she replied, "I'm poor and have nothing to give" as well as gave me
a stale look. I said, "okay" and began to leave. However before I exited she decided to turn into a super ugly witch and turn a
chair into a large strong goblin. I mercilessly killed the goblin which reverted into wooden fragments. I swiftly left the small
house while the witch sobbed over her chipped creation. 10/10. Damn tutorial takes way too long. I wanna play a game, not read
a book!
. Every time I play this - whether on my own channel with my viewers, or as a viewer in someone else's channel - I enjoy it. The
byplay with the AI host (Salli) is a huge part of what makes this game fun; she speaks with near-perfect inflection (unlike most
text-to-speech synthesizers) and responds to a wide variety of situations. "Rosuav, contrary to all expectations, you got that
question right." (Ouch!) If you like the idea of pitting your wits against an AI that learned from the GLaDOS school of insults,
you will LOVE this game.

Oh, and did you know Salli speaks multiple languages? I've no idea how many, and maybe she's not as fluent in all of them, but
you can challenge yourself against a German quizmaster, or a Dutch one, or several others besides.. I'm generally a fan of this
type of game, but this is no Hotline miami or even Hatred. The AI is basically nonexistant and its hard to tell where your bullets
will go due to the skewed perspective and lack of a crosshair.

The graphics are colorful at least but plays more like a timewasting minigame than a full title. Where's the depth?. if you enjoy
hack and slash badass games, this is one i would recommend. good graphics, fun combos, different classes to play as (my
favorite is the warrior), enemies with animations that are actually good, and lots of excersize! (add some wrist weights and you
have a serious upper body workout here) The devs are pretty pationate about their game which is a really good thing. Looking
foward to seeing how this game progresses in the future!. It's a real diamond in the rough that has a lot of potential but the devs
need to work on AI and UI, which as others have said is very stupid, and a bit clunky respectively. Fleets really need at least
basic formations so that faster ships will keep pace to slower ships. Needs a Guard command and function. Combat needs to be
a little faster. Interceptors and bombers need to be faster or have a higher cap, or something to make them more useful. As they
are, the small numbers of them get chewed up quickly. In general, needs better level design as well. Sticking asteroids
consistently in two relatively close spots every time there's an asteroid belt area is unimaginative.

Quick addition now that I've finished the game entirely: Story was good and I think the developer has a promising future. I also
enjoy that each of the three fleets does have genuine strengths and weaknesses and unique units.. It si so easy and pieces can
make more.
60 pieces usually takes me 8 mins.
240 pieces takes 12 to 15 mins.
350 takes about half an hour.
You'd better run in window mode cuz error often appears after you get to desktop or other window when in fullscreen mode.
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Tried a new world with Lucrative Mobs... 20 minutes in and a slime drops a jetpack. 10\/10 would recomend.. There is a bit of
gramatical and spelling weirdness, but the game is a fairly solid if basic puzzle game. Took me a while to beat all of the tutorial
missions, but I rather enjoyed them, and they are essential to understanding the actual missions.. Game made me depressed and
sad.
10\/10. Only 6 hours in at this point and I'm drawn in by the story. The graphics are wonderful and the village building before
major encounters is amazing compared to just run in and kill style games. It's my first SpellForce game and I love it. If you're
into Divinity and Warcraft, this is a combo if the two. I love Divinity I and II and Pillars of Eternity and Tyranny. This game
stacks up to those. I definately recommend this game so far. I will update with more hours.. Almost all the music for this game
is great, but Hymns of Revelation is extra gorgeous. If I'm about to quit and one of these songs comes on I keep playing until it's
over :)

DRAW CHILLY [Homemade Trailer]:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wtG66b1MxM
https://store.steampowered.com/app/839080/DRAW_CHILLY/. Patch 1.1.12:

Fixed character effects being inverted in some case

Fixed decors in House of the Rising Sun

Fixed one of the chainsaw characters ignoring zombies in House of the Rising Sun

Disabled tank spit rebound to avoid rebound on characters and make it work properly on the last boss

Fixed some case where zombie sprint attack was wrongly performed

Fixed health bar not always visible in the first boss

Fixed zombies not playing fall animation when floor is breaking after a sprint attack

Fixed human not reacting after getting hit while falling

Fixed human vision not working after playing repulse animation

Fixed zombies falling through the ground when stepping over a tile where a human is present

. Tempest - What To Expect:
Ahoy!

Update #3 is coming in early February featuring a massive amount of new long-awaited content:

- new Map;
- new ships;
- more items to loot and to buy;
- factions' traits;
- banks;
- 10 Pirate faction quests;
- 7 new legends;
- bounty hunters;
- and more!

Thank you for your feedback and ideas, let's make Tempest better and bigger!
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Good hunting.. Swarmlake Update 14:

Hey all,

Update 14 improves the visual presentation and more:

Added gun enemy shadowing

Improved gun lighting

Improved music visualization responsiveness

Improved bomb explosion sound effect audibility

Fixed rendering backside of bomb explosion shockwave

Fixed one frame delay when resuming from pause

Increased visual bomb explosion shockwave height

Decreased death slomo by 50%

Removed death killer fade-out

Changed default fullscreen mode to windowed to prevent tearing

Thank you!
Dominique. Patreon Campaign:
We are happy to announce that Dharker Studios is now on Patreon, delivering patrons daily artwork, weekly polls and monthly
competitions for awesome physical rewards.
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https://www.patreon.com/DharkerStudio

Plus patrons also receive copies of the various games we produce and release, and with many games in development there are
lots of great rewards to enjoy.

Checkout the campaign for more details and potentially have your say in how we develop future games and the content that is
included within them.. Dev Blog: Welcome to Hoxxes!:

Hello everyone!
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